Lacy Curly Whirly Scarf (Crochet)

Crocheted in Rowan Kidsilk Haze and Kidsilk Spray for edging - Quantities required 2 - 3 balls KSH, and 1 ball of KSS. Note that all abbreviations are for UK crochet terms.

Opening 180 chains in double thickness on 4.5mm hook, followed with foundation row in dc (also double thickness). Change to single yarn, and 5.00mm hook for main pattern. Work increases in every stitch for first row (2 tr in each dc), then 2 tr in each alternate tr on 2nd row, in every 3rd tr on 3rd row, and so on. If you get bored (as I did!) try varying it with the odd row of filet crochet, ie 1 tr in tr, miss 1 tr, 1 ch and tr in next tr and work increases in that row as needed. The edging is double thickness KSS, and is 1 dc in every chain space or treble to end.